Bloomington Evaluation Services and Testing OCQ Random Drawing

Bloomington Evaluation Services and Testing (BEST) is holding a random drawing for those who issue a tweet via Twitter about the completion of their Online Course Questionnaire. Tweet using #IUOCQ to be entered. No purchase is necessary to participate.

Who may enter:
Any current undergraduate student at IU Bloomington who completes their OCQ.

OVPUE reserves the right to reject submissions for vulgarity or messages that violate the Indiana University Student Code of Ethics.

Prizes:
To be determined.

Please note:
Your submission gives BEST and the Office of the Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education permission to publish your message in online and print publications, and they may be used for display even if they are not selected to win a prize.

How to Enter:
Post a tweet using your own account on Twitter.com that includes #IUOCQ. You will be entered into a random drawing to take place at a time and date to be determined in 2016.

By entering the contest, all entrants grant an irrevocable, perpetual, worldwide, nonexclusive license to The Trustees of Indiana University to reproduce, distribute, display, and create derivative works of the entries (along with a name credit) in connection with the contest and promotion of the contest, in any media now or hereafter known, including, but not limited to: display at a potential exhibition of winners; publication in a magazine featuring select entries in the contest; and publication online on the BEST/OVPUE websites highlighting entries or winners of the contest. Entrants consent to the OVPUE doing or omitting to do any act that would otherwise infringe the entrant’s “moral rights” in their entries. Display or publication of any entry on the BEST/OVPUE’s website does not indicate the entrant will be selected as a winner. BEST/OVPUE will not be required to pay any additional consideration or seek any additional approval in connection with such use. Additionally, by entering, each entrant grants to BEST/OVPUE the unrestricted right to use all statements made in connection with the contest, and pictures or likenesses of contest entrants, or choose not to do so, at the BEST/OVPUE’s sole discretion. The OVPUE will not be required to pay any additional consideration or seek any additional approval in connection with such use.

By entering this Contest, all entrants agree to release, discharge, and hold harmless The Trustees of Indiana University and its affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising agencies, agents, and their employees, officers, directors, and representatives from any claims, losses, or damages arising out of entrants’ participation in this contest or any contest-related activities and the acceptance and use, misuse, or possession of any prize awarded hereunder. BEST/OVPUE assumes no responsibility for any error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, or delay in operation or transmission; communications line failure; theft or destruction of or
Unauthorized access to Contest entries or entry forms; or alteration of entries or entry forms. The OVPUE is not responsible for any problems with or technical malfunction of any telephone network or lines, computer online systems, servers or providers, computer equipment, software, failure of any email entry to be received on account of technical problems or traffic congestion on the internet or at any website, human errors of any kind, or any combination thereof, including any injury or damage to entrants’ or any other persons’ computers related to or resulting from participation, uploading or downloading of any materials related to in this contest.

Entrants may click here to print a copy of these contest rules or may receive a copy upon request to BEST.